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INTRODUCTION
1. Background
The Benazir Income Support Program (BISP) was launched in 2008 by the Government of
Pakistan as the country’s primary social safety net. The idea behind this initiation is to
counter the effects of rising food and energy prices on poorer households. The BISP intends
to give a cash grant of PKR 1,000 per month to deserving poor families. Since an additional
purpose of the program is to empower women, therefore only the adult (above 18) female(s)
in a household are eligible to receive the cash grant. Eligibility is determined through the
calculation of Proxy Mean Test (PMT) score. Those falling below a predetermined cut off
point are deemed as eligible to receive benefits through the program.
For this purpose households are surveyed by Partner Organizations (POs). The POs hand over
all collected information (T1 forms) to NADRA Headquarters, Islamabad. These are scanned
and sent for data entry across the country to Data Entry Organizations (DEOs) contracted by
NADRA. The forms are entered in a MIS developed specifically for this program which
allows for entries such as names, CNIC, address, etc to be verified with NADRA’s database.
The software calculates the PMT scores of households and houses below the agreed PMT
score are identified as beneficiaries.
After the selection of the beneficiaries comes the task of ensuring that the payments are
delivered through a safe and reliable mechanism. At the time of the launch of the program all
payments were made through Pakistan Post in the form of money orders delivered by the
postman. Overtime other methods have also been introduced. These methods are based on the
concept of branchless banking and intend to minimize the human handling of payments.
2. Understanding BISP’s Payment Cycle
Payments are made available to the beneficiaries in different stages, starting from the
notification of selection into the programme. See figure 1.
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Figure 1: BIS P's payment cycle

1.Distribution of notification letters to"reciever women"
2. Distribution of Information Package
3. Generation of delievry list by BISP and delivery of lists to payment agncies

4.Transfer of funds from Ministry of Fianace to BISP, and from BISP to payment
agency
5.Cash transfers to reciever women
6.Payment Reconcilation

As figure 1 above shows, the BISP’s payment cycle has the following stages:
1. Distribution of notification letters to “receiver women” (the female beneficiary of
household who will receive payment). This letter notifies receiver women of their
selection, and the mode and location of their payment. The receiver woman signs and
returns a detachable portion. Request for change of mode or location can be made on this
form.
2. Distribution of information package to receiver women.
3. Generation of delivery lists by BISP and delivery of lists to the payment agency, i.e. Post
Office Pakistan Post, and electronic payment agency/agencies.
4. Transfer of funds from Ministry of Finance to BISP, and from BISP to payment agency
5. Cash transfers to receiver women. This stage varies for the different modes of payment.
6. Payment reconciliation, whereby money orders issued will be reconciled against money
orders paid
3. Payment Disbursement Mechanisms
For successful implementation of any cash transfer program it is essential that payments be
made through a system that is swift, efficient and transparent. Currently there are two
mechanisms of payments disbursement in place:
1. Pakistan Post(Money Orders)
2. Alternative Payment Mechanisms
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3.1. Payments through Pakistan Post
As per the design of this system receiver woman is to receive payments on a bi- monthly
basis, i.e. an instalment of Rs. 2000 every two months. Payments through Pakistan Post are
imparted through money orders delivered by the postman. However, the beneficiary can
choose to collect payments from the Post Office. This was the first method adopted by BISP
for the disbursement of payments. Additionally, beneficiaries may be compelled to travel to
the Post Office in cases where the Post Office/post ma n refuses to deliver payments at the
doorstep of the beneficiary due to various reasons.
3.2. Payments through Alternative Payments Mechanisms
Since 2010 BISP has been proposing newer payment mechanisms in order to minimize
manual handling of payments and provide technology based services. New payment methods,
based on the concept of branchless banking have been introduced. Currently, there are three
such methods of payments that have been implemented in different districts. These are:





Benazir Smart Card: An ATM-type card that allows beneficiaries to collect
their transfer from different franchisees.
Mobile Banking: Beneficiaries receive a mobile set and SIM, and are
intimated of availability of payment by an Interactive Voice Response Service.
The payment is then collected from a franchise using the PIN that is also sent
via text message.
Debit Card: A card that allows payments to be withdrawn from an ATM.

4. IDS’s Methodology and Sampling Strategy
IDS has been contracted to assess BISP’s payments mechanisms. The specific objectives of
the spot check of the payments process are as follows:




Re-affirm from a sample of beneficiaries, the receipt of payment
Compare against Pakistan Post records (where this method has been used)
Gauge perceptions and gather information regarding experiences relating to the payments
process (qualitative approach)
Ascertain the timeliness of delivery of payments

4.1. Methodology
To achieve the objectives of the spot check of the payments process, the basic methodology
was to administer a questionnaire to a sample of beneficiaries. Four different questionnaires
were designed for this purpose: one for each mode of payment. These questionnaires have
been designed to identify problems with the specific mode of payments.
Focus group discussions were conducted with the intention of gaining the opinion of
stakeholders about the payment procedures. Questions were asked in an interactive group
setting where participants were free to respond in any way. The main stakeholders in the
payments disbursement process, which includes the BISP operations wing, Beneficiaries,
Payment Agencies, Franchisee and IDS representative, participated in the Focus Group
Discussions. IDS arranged one focus group discussion for each of the districts selected in the
Payment Spot Check Phase 1.
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4.2. Sampling
As mentioned in the original Inception Report, the Payment Spot check will be carried out in
two stages. Stage-1 will be carried out in the two phases (3 months each) which will cover
districts from the Test Phase Survey. Stage-2 (remaining six phases) will cover districts from
the National Roll Out Survey. The total sample size for the Payments Spot Check is 11,000,
covering approximately 1,375 beneficiaries in 8 phases. The sample size of each district is
specified. Thus districts will be grouped in each phase in a manner to remain as close as
possible to 1,375 households.
In all 20 districts have been proposed to be covered which is 17% of the total universe
districts. This is considered a fairly large and statistically significant sample to represent all
provinces 1 .
Details of the districts and the number of households to be covered in the each district are
provided in the table 1 below:
Table 1: Districts to be covered in Payments S pot Check

District
Chakwal
Faisalabad
Gujrat
RY Khan
Khushab
Layyah
Multan
Larkana
Karachi (South)
Sanghar
Badin
Mardan
Karak
Abbotabad
Loralai
Khuzdar
Jaffarabad
Kurram Agency
Bagh
Skardu
Total

Province
Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Sindh
Sindh
Sindh
Sindh
KPK
KPK
KPK
Balochistan
Balochistan
Balochistan
FATA
AJK
GB

Sample Size
502
2040
732
1130
389
469
1288
461
824
736
576
502
134
385
115
220
174
98
144
81
11,000

4.2.1. Sample-Phase 1
Phase 1 covers one Smart Card district and one Mobile Banking district. Details of the
districts and number of households to be covered in the Payment Procedure Spot Check

1

The total sample size for the Payments Spot Check is 11,000 households, from a universe of 7.1 million
households. This is statistically significant, as according to Krejcie and Morgan (1970) for a population size of
10,000,000 households, for 99% confidence interval and margin of error of 2%, the maximu m samp le size
required is 2,647.
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Phase 1 are provided in the table 2. The list of beneficiary households for these two districts
was provided by BISP for the sample to be randomly drawn
Table 2: Districts and number of households in Phase

District
Layyah
Sanghar
Total

Mode of Payment
Mobile Banking District
Smart Card District

Number of Beneficiaries
469
736
1,205

5

Percentage
38.9
61.1
100.0
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SUMMARY O F FINDINGS
Available Sample and Status of Payme nts
1. The findings are based on the study of two districts: Sanghar in Sindh and Layyah in
Punjab. The sample size of Sanghar was 736 beneficiaries and Layyah 469
beneficiaries. The total sample size for this phase was 1,205 beneficiaries.
2. The initial mode of payment to the beneficiaries in both the districts was money
orders delivered through Pakistan Post. In Sanghar, the mode of payment was
changed to the Benazir Smart Card in July 2010, while Mobile Banking was
introduced in Layyah in February 2011. However, in both districts the changeover is
not yet complete
3. Of the total 1,205 beneficiaries, 0.8 percent (9) were unable to respond as 8 of them
had expired and 1 had moved to another district. The status of these beneficiaries has
not been updated in BISP’s database. Consequently, data of response of 1,196
beneficiaries has been collected.
4. Out of the 1,196 available beneficiaries, only 1.6 percent of the beneficiaries claimed
to have been officially notified of their selection through a letter from BISP, 45.9
percent obtained this information from the BISP website while 52.5 percent were
informed by the Post Office/ post man.
5. Overall, 1,156 beneficiaries (644+512) are receiving payments or have received some
payments which is 96.6 percent of the available sample. Of the total available sample,
53.8 percent receive regular payments while 42.8 percent have received only some
payments. Remaining 1.3 percent beneficiaries have not collected payments even after
being notified of the availability of payment and 2 percent have no knowledge
regarding their payments
Benazir Smart Card District(s)
6. All payments in Sanghar were disbursed through Pakistan Post till the introduction of
Benazir Smart Card in July 2010.
7. This introduced an element of greater commitment on part o f the beneficiaries as now
the beneficiary has to personally visit a franchise for collection of their bi- monthly
instalment. It also entails a definite cost of travel to the franchise.
8. A total of 699 sample beneficiaries (95.8%) in Sanghar are receiving payments
regularly or have received some payments. 26.7 percent beneficiaries are receiving
regular payments and 69.1 percent have received some payments o nly. 2.1 percent
(15) beneficiaries have been notified of the availability of their payments but have not
collected any payments yet, while 2.1 percent (15) beneficiaries have neither received
any payment nor any notification.
9. Of the 2.1 percent beneficiaries in Sanghar that have been notified of their selection
but were unable to collect payments, 73.3 percent (11) have been unable to do so
because they have not received a Smart Card
10. Of the 4.2 percent sample beneficiaries in Sanghar who are not collecting payments
only 16.7 percent (5) have lodged a complaint whereas 83.3 percent (25) have not
lodged a complaint.
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11. The transition of the mode of payment from Pakistan Post to Smart Card in Sanghar
has been slow. By September 2012 only 58.1 percent of 699 beneficiaries were
receiving payments through the Smart Card, whereas 41.9 percent were still receiving
instalments through Pakistan Post.
12. In terms of outreach, in Sanghar the franchise is more than 10 kms away for 22.5
percent beneficiaries, 6- 10 kms for 31.8 percent, 3-5 kms for 30.5 percent and 1-2
kms only for 15.3 percent of the beneficiaries.
13. Private cost analysis reveals that Rs. 10-25 is spent by 16.2 percent, Rs. 26-25 by 25.5
percent and more than Rs. 50 by 46.5 percent beneficiaries to travel to the franchise.
Only 11.9 percent incur no costs of travelling to the franchise.
14. The travelling cost is further increased due to the number of trips. Of the total the 406
beneficiaries receiving payments through Smart Card, 32.8 percent were able to
collect their payments in a single visit. However, a large segment, i.e. 67.2 percent
(273) had to visit the franchise more than once to collect their payment.
15. In Sanghar the minimum number of trips by a beneficiary to a franchise to collect one
payment was 1 and maximum was 6 trips, with a mean of 2.04 trips.
16. The reason for more than one trip to a franchise in 71.8 percent of the cases was
because the payments had not been transferred. In 28.6 percent cases the beneficiary
had to wait too long and 6.6 percent cases the franchisee had run out of cash.
17. As per the programme design payments are to be collected by the beneficiary herself.
This ensures the objective of women empowerment. 93.5 percent (274) of the
beneficiaries receiving payments through Pakistan Post receive the payments
themselves. In case of Smart Card 38.2 percent (155) beneficiaries have to entrust
someone else (mostly husbands) to collect their payments. In this context Pakistan
Post achieves the objective of women empowerment better than Smart Card.
18. Of the beneficiaries that are unable to collect payments themselves 19.4 percent could
not do so due to old age and ill health. 50.3 percent could not collect their payments
themselves as it was too costly for them to visit the franchise while 31.6 percent could
not travel alone to the franchise due to cultural constraints.
19. Beneficiaries receiving payments through both modes of payments faced problems.
Only 2.2 percent Smart Card recipients and 1.4 percent Post Office recipients claimed
that they faced no problems.
20. The main complaint by the beneficiaries against both modes of payment was charging
of fees for payment. 74.9 percent Smart Card beneficiaries and 73.4 percent Pakistan
Post beneficiaries complained of being charged a fee for their payments. In the FGD it
was brought out that charging for payment of an instalment both by the franchise and
Post Office is a standard practise. The normal rate is Rs. 200 per instalment.
21. Recipients also complained about payment delays:: 84 percent Post Office recipients
and 52 percent Smart Card beneficiaries complained of delays in payment.
22. 49.5 percent Smart Card recipients complained about rude and unacceptable
behaviour of the franchise staff whereas only 14.3 percent Post Office beneficiaries
had the same complaint.
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Mobile Banking District(s)
23. In Layyah the original mode of disbursement of BISP instalments was through
Pakistan Post. Mobile Banking was introduced in the district in February 2011.
24. In Layyah, 96.1 percent of the 467 sample beneficiaries are receiving payments
regularly, 1.7 percent beneficiaries have received some payments and 1.9 percent (9)
have neither received any payments nor a notification of payment. Only one
beneficiary has not collected payments even after being notified of the availability of
her payments as she has not received a mobile phone.
25. Of the 10 beneficiaries who have not been receiving payments in Layyah, 60 percent
had lodged a complaint whereas 40 percent had not attempted to resolve their issue.
26. The transition of the mode of payment to Mobile Banking in Layyah has been more
effective. By September 2012, 98.7 percent of 457 beneficiaries were receiving
payments through this mode and only 1. 3 percent were still receiving payments
through Pakistan Post.
27. Mobile Banking requires beneficiaries to travel to a franchise to collect their payment.
In Layyah 8.1 percent of the recipients have to travel less than 2 kms to the franchise.
19.3 percent have to travel between 3 to 5 kms, 36.3 percent have to travel between 6
to 10 kms and 36.3 percent have to travel more than 10 kms to reach a franchise.
28. 62.1 percent of the beneficiaries have to spend more than Rs. 50 per trip to the
franchise, 26.5 percent have to spend between Rs. 26-50, 6.6 percent spend between
Rs.10-25. Only 4.8 percent claim that visit to the franchise entails no cost.
29. 91 percent beneficiaries received payments on the first visit but 9 percent had to make
multiple trips, with the maximum number of trips being 4. The mean number of trips
however was 1.13 trips.
30. The main complaints by the revisiting beneficiaries were that they had to wait too
long or the franchise ran out of cash.
31. 98.7 percent beneficiaries had received a mobile phone of which 6.9 percent cla imed
that they had to pay for the phone, 0.9 claimed that they had to pay for the SIM too.
32. In the case of Mobile Banking 6.2 percent beneficiaries could not go to collect their
payments and had to send someone else in their place to collect the payments.
33. In Layyah 33 percent of the Mobile Banking beneficiaries claimed they had no issues
with the mode of payment while 57.4 percent complained of delays in payment, 12.6
percent also complained about the rude behaviour of the payment agency staff.
34. There were a few problems peculiar to Mobile Banking. In 4.9 percent cases
beneficiaries faced network connectivity problems, 7.5 percent beneficiaries
complained that their mobile sets were faulty.
Preferences and Perceptions
35. A comparison of the preferences and perception in these districts of the three modes
of payment reveals the following:
a. Of the total 1,156 beneficiaries, 95.2 percent prefer to receive payments on a
monthly basis, 2. 6 percent would like instalments every 2 months, 1.6 percent
every 3 months and only 0.5 percent prefer payments to be delivered/received
after 4 months.
8
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b. In case of Mobile Banking, 91.5 percent of the respondents claimed they were
satisfied or more than satisfied with this mode of payment
c. In case of Smart Card 46.5 percent beneficiaries claimed to be satisfied or
more than satisfied with this mode of payment
d. In case of Pakistan Post only 16.4 percent respondents were satisfied with the
system
e. Beneficiaries consider Mobile Banking more reliable in comparison to
receiving payments through Benazir Smart Card and Pakistan Post.

9
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STATUS OF P AYMENTS
5. Available Respondents
Table 3 shows that of the total 1,205 beneficiaries, 9 beneficiaries were not available to
respond upon the visit of IDS’s team. Out of these beneficiaries, 2 were not available from
the district Layyah as they had passed away. The payment procedures could not have been
assessed for 6 beneficiaries from Sanghar for the same reason. There was one case from
Sanghar where the beneficiary had moved to another district. Hence, data for the responses
of 1,196 has been collected, which is 99.3 percent of the selected sample. See Table 3 and 4
below.
Table 3: Beneficiaries available to respond
Number of Beneficiaries
District
Available to Respond
Layyah
467
Sanghar
729
Overall
1,196

Number of Beneficiaries Not
Available to Respond
2
7
9

Table 4: Reasons for beneficiary not available
Beneficiary has passed away
Layyah
2
Sanghar
6
Overall
8

Total
469
736
1205

Beneficiary has moved
0
1
1

6. Notification of Selection into the Programme
The first stage of the payment process is the notification of selection to beneficiaries. This is
a letter that also informs of the mode of payment specified for the receiver woman. Table 5
shows the source through which the beneficiaries learnt of their inclusion into the
programme.
Only 1.6 percent reported to have received a notification letter from BISP, which is a very
small percentage. It was observed during the Targeting Survey Spot Check that household
members of receiver woman are not literate and can rarely read and write. Hence, the
postman or any other literate person reads letters for them.
The other popular source was the postman or Post Office, with 52.5 percent beneficiaries
reporting to have been informed through this method. The post office can inform the
beneficiaries of their selection in two cases: when the post office receives the mone y order(s)
or by reading the letter on behalf of the beneficiary. The beneficiaries could not verify if they
were actually sent a letter. Thus, it is concluded that the postman informed them once their
first payment was received at the Post Office. 45.9 percent of the beneficiaries indicated that
they learnt of their status by checking online. In most cases this was done through the internet
cafes and other internet users as the beneficiaries were not able to use the internet themselves.
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Table 5: Notification of Selection as BIS P Beneficiary
Number of Beneficiaries
I received a notification letter for selection
19
to receive payment
I checked my status online
549
The Post Office/man told me
628
Total
1,196

Percentage
1.6
45.9
52.5
100.0

7. Regularity of Payments
Table 6 shows the status of payments of beneficiaries. Overall, 1,156 beneficiaries (644+512)
are receiving payments or have received payments which is 96.6 percent of the available
sample. Out of the 1,196 available beneficiaries, 53.8 percent receive regular payments while
42.8 percent have received only some payments. While 96.1 percent beneficiaries receive
payments regularly in Layyah, only 26.7 percent in Sanghar report this as the status of their
payments.
Of the total beneficiaries, 2.0 percent have not received any payments or any notification of
their selection. Remaining 1.3 percent of the available sample have not been able to collect
payments even after being notified of the availability of their payments.
Table 6: S tatus of Payments
Sanghar

Layyah

Overall

Number of
Benef iciaries

%

Number of
Benef iciaries

%

Number of
Benef iciaries

%

195
504

26.7
69.1

449
8

96.1
1.7

644
512

53.8
42.8

15

2.1

1

.2

16

1.3

I am receiving payments regularly
I have received some payments only
I have been notified of my payments being
available but have not collected any payments yet
I have not receiv ed any payments nor a notif ication

15

2.1

9

1.9

Total

729

100

467

100

24
1196

Box 1.1: Checking the Status of Payments of Beneficiaries
IDS checked, from the BISP database, the status of payments of beneficiaries that
claimed that they were notified of the availability of their payments but were unable to
collect them and those that had not received any intimation regarding the availability
of their payments. Comparison to the BISP database shows that of the total households
falling in these two categories 90 percent had already received payments. These
beneficiaries were possibly unaware of their payments being collected by someone
else on their behalf.
Table 1.1: Checking the S tatus of Payments of Beneficiaries

Number of
Households

Number of
Households
that have
received at
least one
payment

Percentage

16

14

87.5%

24

22

91.7%

40

36

90.0%

I have been notified of my
payments being available but have
not colle cted any payments yet
I have not received any payments
nor a notification

11
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7.1. Reasons for not collecting payments
Table 7 shows reasons why beneficiaries are not collecting payments even after being
notified of selection/availability of instalment. In Sanghar, of the 15 beneficiaries not
collecting payments, 73.3 percent have not received a Smart Card; hence they are unable to
retrieve payments. The remaining 26.7 percent have not collected their payments because
they have lost their Smart Card, did not receive PIN, cannot go alone to the franchise or the
franchisee asks for a fees for payment. In district Layyah, there was only one such case,
where the beneficiary has not collected any payments even after being notified of availability
of her instalment because she had not received a mobile phone.
Table 7: Reasons for not collecting payments

Smart Card Beneficiaries(Sanghar)

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

1
11
1
1

6.7%
73.3%
6.7%
6.7%

1
15

6.7%
100%

1

100%

I have lost my Smart Card
Did not receive Smart Card
Did not receive PIN
I cannot go alone to the franchise/payment agency and have no one to
accompany me
The franchise asks for fees for payment

Total
Mobile Banking Beneficiaries(Layyah)
Did not receive mobile set

7.2. Attempting to Resolve Problems
Beneficiaries have the facility of lodging complaints through different methods. BISP
operations wings have set up a network of tehsil, divisional and regional offices to
accommodate beneficiaries. However, in Sanghar, Tehsil offices are yet to be activated.
Table 8 shows that of the 40 beneficiaries that have not received any payments 22.5 percent
attempted to resolve their problem by lodging complaints with BISP offices. Remaining 77.5
percent beneficiaries did not enquire from BISP about the status of their payments.
Table 8: Lodging Payments Related Complaints

Lodging Complaints
Not Lodging Complaints
Total

Sanghar
5
16.7%
25
83.3%
30
100%

12

Layyah
4
40.0%
6
60.0%
10
100%

Overall
9
22.5%
31
77.5%
40
100%
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EXPERIENCES AND PROBLEMS
8. Benazir Smart Card District(s)
Benazir Smart Card was introduced in 2010 as an alternative means for disbursement of
payments. Beneficiaries are provided with a Smart Card which has a unique Quick Response
(QR) code. NADRA is responsible for the distribution of these cards. The list of beneficiaries
who have received these cards is shared with the partner bank, United Bank Limited.
Beneficiaries receive a PIN along with the Benazir Smart Card. Upon availability of an
instalment beneficiary visits a franchise. The franchisee is required to check CNIC for
verification and scan the Smart Card QR code using a device. After the authorization
message is displayed on the device, beneficiary enters her PIN. Once the PIN is accepted the
beneficiary receives cash and signs the receipt.
Benazir Smart Card was introduced in Sanghar in July 2010. Earlier all payments in Sanghar
were distributed by Pakistan Post. However, all of the selected beneficiaries from the district
Sanghar have not started receiving payments through the Smart Card method. As shown in
table 9, up till September 2012 only 58.1 percent beneficiaries were receiving payments
through Smart Card while the remaining 41.9 percent are receiving instalments through
Pakistan Post.
Table 9: Mode of Payment- S mart Card District
Status
Number of Beneficiaries
Receiving payments through Smart Card
406
Receiving payments through Pakistan Post
293
Total
699

Percentage
58.1%
41.9%

100.0%

8.1. Private Cost and Outreach
The different payment mechanisms are meant to improve the instalment distribution system
and decrease private costs 2 that beneficiaries incur in order to collect payments. Additionally,
the outreach is to be maximised. Increasing the number of franchises achieves both purposes.
The distance beneficiaries have to travel is reduced, and franchise is easily approachable by
more beneficiaries. Hence, in the assessment of a payment mechanism it is important to
gauge the distance to franchise, cost of travelling and number of trip s to collect one payment.
8.1.1. Distance to Franchise
One of the features that distinguish this mode of payment from receiving money orders is that
the beneficiary is required to travel to the franchise to collect payments. Figure 2 shows the
distance beneficiaries have to travel to go to the nearest franchise in the district Sanghar.
Beneficiaries that have received payments only through Pakistan Post are aware of the Smart
Card system and are able to identify the nearest franchise. Of the total 699 beneficiaries
receiving payments in Sanghar, 31.8 percent have to travel 6 to 10 kms. For only 15.3 percent
beneficiaries the distance from their home to the nearest franchise is 1 to 2 kms and more
than 10 kms for 22.5 percent beneficiaries.
2

These are all costs that beneficiaries incur in order to receive benefits of the program.
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Figure 2: Distance to Franchise-Smart Card (N=699)
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8.1.2. Cost of Travelling to Franchise
As discussed, franchises are more than 5 kms away for 54.3 percent. Therefore, there are
transportation costs associated with the retrieval of payments. Additionally, it may not to be
possible to walk to the franchise even in cases where the franchise is within a walking
distance from the house of the beneficiary. Consequently, 25.5 percent beneficiaries have to
pay Rs. 26 to Rs. 50 and 46.5 percent beneficiaries pay more than Rs. 50 as transportation
cost to travel to the franchise and back. The minimum range of this expenditure is Rs. 10 to
Rs. 25, which is spent by 16.2 percent of the sample beneficiaries in Sanghar. Only 11.9
percent beneficiaries do not incur any costs of travelling to the nearest franchise to receive
payments. Although there are 15 percent living within a distance of 1 to 2 kms from the
franchise, they might not to be able to walk to the franchise or have their own means of
transportation (e.g. bicycle), hence the lower percentage of beneficiaries with no travelling
cost.
Figure 3: Cost of Travelling to Franchise- S mart Card (N=699)
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8.1.3. Number of Visits
The cost of travelling to a franchise is further increased due to the frequency of visits. In the
district Sanghar, beneficiaries receiving payments through Smart Card report to have revisited a franchise on average 2 times to collect one payment, while the maximum number of
trips was 6. See Table 10.
Table 10: Mean Number of Trips to Franchise-S mart Card
Number of Trips
Number of Beneficiaries
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

1

6

2.04

406

Table 11 reports that 67.2 percent of the beneficiaries had to visit the franchise more than
once to collect one instalment.
Table 11: Number of Trips to Franchise-Smart Card

Number of Trips
One
More than one
Total

Number of Beneficiaries
133
273
406

Percentage
32.8%
67.2%
100%

Figure 4 shows the different reasons why 273 beneficiaries had to travel to the franchise more
than once to collect a single instalment. There may be a different reason for each re- visit
(there were multiple responses to this question).
Figure 4: Reasons for visiting franchise more than once- S mart Card (N=273)
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As figure 4 shows, 6.6 percent of the Smart Card beneficiaries re-visited a franchise as the
franchisee ran out of cash at their first visit. Additionally, 71.8 percent made more than one
trip to the franchise to collect a single instalment as their payment had not been transferred.
In case of Smart Card the beneficiary does not receive an intimation concerning the
availability of her payments. The beneficiary visits the franchise to check if her instalment is
available. It was reported that in such situations beneficiaries may call the franchisee to
enquire about their payments. Table 12 shows that 64.5 percent of the total beneficiaries
15
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receiving payments through Smart Card may be intimated about the availability of their
payment through an informal system. Even though an informal system of intimation prevails
in the district, it may not always be reliable.
Table 12: Intimation of availability of payment- S mart Card
Number of beneficiaries
I can find out when my
262
payment is available
I cannot find out when my
144
payment is available
Total
406

Percentage
64.5%
35.5%
100.0%

Furthermore, as figure 4 shows, 28.6 percent beneficiaries could not collect payments on their
first visit as there were a lot of beneficiaries or customers at the franchise and the wait was
too long.
8.2. Receiving Payments
As per the programme design the payments are to be collected by the beneficiary herself.
This ensures the achievement of the objective of empowering women, as benefits received by
family, friends or relatives may not reach the selected beneficiary.
Table 13 shows that only 6.5 percent of the beneficiaries receiving payments through
Pakistan Post do not receive their payments themselves, whereas 38.2 percent of the Smart
Card beneficiaries have to rely on others for collection of p ayments. Consequently, the
advantage of payments through Pakistan Post is that 93.5 percent of the beneficiaries
receiving payments through this method receive payments themselves while 61.8 percent of
the Smart Card beneficiaries collect payments themselves.
Table 13: Collection of Payments
Smart Card

Collection of
Payments by NonBeneficiary
Collection of
Payments by
Beneficiary

Total

Overall

Post Office

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

155

38.2%

19

6.5%

174

24.9%

251

61.8%

274

93.5%

525

75.1%

406

100.0%

293

100.0%

699

100.0%

The major factor constraining Smart Card beneficiaries from collecting their payments
themselves is the nature of the payment method, which requires the beneficiary to travel to a
franchise to collect her payment. Figure 5 shows the possible reasons for the payments not
being collected by the beneficiary herself. There may be multiple reasons why one
beneficiary is unable to collect payments herself.
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Figure 5: Reasons for collection of payments by non-beneficiaries-S mart Card (N=155)
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Figure 5 shows that 50.3 percent beneficiaries do not collect their payments themselves
because
it is too costly for them to travel to the franchise. Of the 155 Smart Card
beneficiaries not collecting payments themselves 19.4 percent cannot travel to the franchise
due to old age and ill health. Additionally, 31.6 percent beneficiaries do not collect payments
themselves due to social and cultural compulsions, according to which women are not
allowed to travel alone.
8.3. Problems
Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of different problems that beneficiaries have experienced
with the two modes of payments existing in Sanghar. Problems of non-payment or missed
payments arise when beneficiaries do not receive one or more instalments. Of the 406
beneficiaries receiving payments through Smart Card, 3.7 percent reported that they had
problems of missed instalments, while 4.1 percent of the 293 Pakistan Post beneficiaries have
the same complaint.
A payment is considered delayed if there are irregular intervals between two payments. While
84 percent of the beneficiaries receiving payments through Pakistan Post reported to have
experienced delays in payments, 52 percent of the Smart Card beneficiaries reported delays in
payment.
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Figure 6: Problems- Smart Card (N M =406) Vs Pakistan Post (NP1=293)
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As figure 6 shows, beneficiaries receiving payments by both methods have had to pay a fee to
receive payments. Of the Smart Card beneficiaries, 74.9 percent reported they had to pay a
service fees to the franchise, while 73.4 percent Post Office beneficiaries reported the same.
Table 15 reports the amount that individuals have paid. Generally, the rate is Rs. 200 per
instalment, where an instalment consists of two month’s payment. In both modes of payments
about 74 percent had to pay to receives payments, out of which more than 90 percent had to
pay Rs. 500 or less. A fewer proportion paid more than Rs. 500. This should be a matter of
concern for BISP as it reflects a weakness in the implementation of the payment procedures.
Table 14: Charging of fees for receiving payments

Smart Card

Pakistan Post

Overall

Number of
Benef iciaries

Percent age

Number of
Benef iciaries

Percent age

Number of
Benef iciaries

Percent age

304

74.9%

215

73.4%

519

74.2%

102

25.1%

78

26.6%

180

25.8%

406

100.0%

293

100.0%

699

100.0%

Paid a fee to receive
payments
Did not have to pay a
fee to receive
payments
Total

Table 15: Amount charged for payments -S mart Card District
Payments Through
Payments though
Smart Card
Pakistan Post
Rs. 500 or less
Greater than Rs.
500 but less than
Rs. 1000
Rs. 1000 or more

Total

Overall

Number of
Benef iciaries

Percent age

Number of
Benef iciaries

Percent age

Number of
Benef iciaries

Percent age

298

98.0%

212

98.6%

510

98.3%

3

1.0%

2

0.9%

5

1.0%

3
304

1.0%
100.0%

1
215

0.5%
100.0%

4
519

0.8%
100.0%
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Figure 6 also indicates that there were more incidents about the behaviour of franchisee than
about the post office/postman. Of the beneficiaries receiving payments through Pakistan Post
14.3 percent have a narrative about the rude behaviour of the Pakistan Post staff, where as
49.5 percent of the Smart Card beneficiaries had such experiences. Only 1.4 percent of
Pakistan Post beneficiaries and 2.2 percent of Smart Card beneficiaries do not have any
complaints with their respective modes of payment.
Some problems are peculiar to Smart Card beneficiaries. Figure 7 shows these problems
faced in Sanghar. Such problems include cases where the card did not work, beneficiary lost
her card and she could not get a replacement. In the district of Sanghar, 3.4 percent of the
beneficiaries (Smart Card) faced inconvenience due to the functionality of the card. These
beneficiaries were not able to retrieve payments as their cards did not work, i.e. the
authorization message did not appear on the device. Of the 406 beneficiaries receiving
payments through Smart Card 0.5 percent lost their cards and there have been difficulties in
getting replacements.
Figure 7: Peculiar Problems-S mart Card (N=406)
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9. Mobile Banking District
Mobile Banking was a launched in the end of 2010 as a means for retrieval of payments.
According to the design of this mode of payment beneficiaries are provided a mobile set and
SIM. The beneficiary receives the PIN via SMS and an account credited alert. This alert is an
Interactive Voice Response message in the local language. However, it was learnt during the
survey that beneficiaries receive a SMS informing of the availability of payments. Once these
are received, the beneficiary can collect her payment from a franchise. The beneficiary is
required to present her CNIC for verification.
Of the districts selected for this phase Layyah is a Mobile Banking District. Mobile Banking
was introduced in Layyah in February 2011, prior to which all payments were disbursed
through Pakistan Post. However, a few beneficiaries still receive payments through Pakistan
Post. Table 16 below shows that there are 1.3 percent beneficiaries from the sample that have
not started receiving payments through the Mobile Banking service.
Table 16: Current Mode of Payment- Mobile Banking District
Number of Beneficiaries
Receiving Payments through Mobile Banking
451
Receiving Payments through Pakistan Post
6
Total
457

Percentage
98.7
1.3
100.0

9.1. Private Cost and Outreach
An efficient payment mechanism minimises private costs while increasing outreach. In the
case of Mobile Banking private costs are increased in situations where beneficiaries have to
pay for a mobile phone. Hence, the distance to franchise, cost of travelling, number of visits
and provision of mobile phone and SIM are discussed below.
9.1.1. Distance to Franchise
Figure 8 summaries the distance that beneficiaries have to travel to go to the nearest franchise
in the district Layyah to collect their payments. Only 8.1 percent of 457 beneficiaries from
the Layyah sample have to travel 1 to 2 kms and 19.3 percent beneficiaries have to travel 3 to
5 kms. The distance of the franchise is greater than 6 kms for 72.6 percent of the
beneficiaries.

Number of Beneficiaries

Figure 8: Distance to Franchise-Mobile Banking (N=457)
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9.1.2. Cost of Travelling to Franchise
Greater distance from the franchise leads to higher transportation costs. Table 17 shows that
62.1 percent beneficiaries have to pay more than Rs.50 to visit the nearest franchise. This
expenditure falls within the range of Rs. 26 to Rs. 50 for 26.5 percent. Only 6.6 percent
beneficiaries pay less than Rs. 25. There are only 4.8 percent beneficiaries that do not incur
any transportation costs. Individuals living at a small distance from the franchise may also
bear travelling expenditure if they are unable to walk due to disability, illness or old age.
Furthermore, beneficiaries with their own means of transportation, example bicycle, travel to
franchise for free.
Table 17: Cost of travelling to franchise-Mobile Banking
Number of Beneficiaries
Rs. 10-25
30
Rs. 26-50
121
More than Rs. 50
284
No cost
22
Total
457

Percentage
6.6
26.5
62.1
4.8
100.0

9.1.3. Number of Visits
There is an addition in the total expenditure on transportation due to the number of trips to
the franchise. There have been instances where the beneficiary had to visit the franchise more
than once to collect one payment/instalment. As table 18 shows the maximum number of
trips to collect one payment in Layyah was 4. The mean number of visits is 1.13 which
indicates that beneficiaries are mostly able to retrieve payments on the first vis it.
Table 18: Mean Number of Visits- Mobile Banking
Number of
Beneficiaries
451

Number of Trips
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

1

4

1.13

Table 19 shows that 91.1 percent of the beneficiaries were able to collect their payments on
the first visit of the franchise. The remaining 8.9 percent had to travel more than once to
collect one payment.
Table 19: Number of visits to Franchise- Mobile Banking

Number of Beneficiaries
411
40
451

Received payment on first visit
Received payment after more than one visit
Total

Percentage
91.1%
8.9%
100.0%

Figure 9 shows the reasons why 8.9 percent of the Mobile Banking beneficiaries had to revisit the franchise. There may be a different reason for each trip. Hence, there were multiple
responses why beneficiaries have to revisit a franchise to collect one payment.
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Figure 9: Reasons for more than one trip to franchise- Mobile Banking (N=40)
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The PIN is sent to the beneficiaries via text, which is required to retrieve payments. As figure
9 shows, a small percentage of beneficiaries, that is 2.5 percent, were unable to retrieve
payments on the first visit as they did not have the PIN. These beneficiaries had deleted the
text message containing the PIN and could not remember it.
Another reason for the multiple visits was insufficient amount of cash at the franchise. Of the
40 beneficiaries that had to undergo more than one visit to the franchise, 65 percent
beneficiaries had to revisit due to this reason. Additionally, 42.5 percent beneficiaries had to
go more than once because their payment had not been transferred. As per the design of the
payment mechanism, beneficiaries are informed of the availability of payments. This is also
seen as an advantage of this system in comparison to Benazir Smart Card. There could have
been a delay in the transfer of payments or the beneficiaries did not wait to be intimated
about the availability of payments. If there are network problem due to which the beneficiary
experiences delays in the notification of availability of payments, the beneficiary might
practice visiting the franchise to check on the status of her payments. This increases the
possibility of re- visit, in case the payment has not been generated. Similarly, a beneficiary
might face the problem of payment not being transferred if she is not properly orientated to
the system and visits the franchise without being notified of generation of her instalment.
Beneficiaries also faced problems because of overcrowding at the franchise. This was the
main reason of revisit by 90 percent of those that made more than one trip to the franchise.
There was a long queue at the franchise due to which 90 percent of those that made more than
one trip to the franchise had to re-visit the franchise to collect one instalment. Only one
beneficiary reported of being charged a fee for payment. The beneficiary refused to pay and
had to visit again.
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9.1.4. Provision of Mobile Set and SIM
Beneficiaries selected to receive payments through Mobile Banking are to be provided with a
mobile phone and SIM. Table 20 below shows the number of beneficiaries that were
provided a mobile. The 6 beneficiaries that receive payments through Pakistan Post were the
only ones not provided a mobile phone.
Table 20: Provision of Mobile Set
Number of Beneficiaries
451
6
457

Yes
No
Total

Percentage
98.7
1.3
100.0

The mobile phone and SIM are to be provided free of cost. On the contrary, as table 21
shows, 6.9 percent of the Mobile Banking respondents reported that they had to pay for the
mobile set. The remaining 93.1 percent did not have to make any payments.
Table 21: Payment for mobile phone

I had to pay for the mobile phone
I did not have to pay for the mobile phone
Total

Number of Beneficiaries
31
420
451

Percentage
6.9%
93.1%
100.0%

Table 22 shows that 74.2 percent of those that were charged for the mobile set had to pay Rs.
500 or less, 19.4 percent had to pay between Rs. 500-1000 and 6.5 percent paid more than Rs.
1000.
Table 22: Payment for Mobile Phone
Rs. 500 or less
Greater than Rs. 500 but less than Rs. 1000
Rs. 1000 or more
Total

Number of Beneficiaries
23
6
2
31

Percentage
74.2
19.4
6.5
100.0

Tables 23 and 24 show that about 1 percent beneficiaries also reported being charged Rs. 500
or less for the SIM..
Table 23: Payment for S IM
Yes
No
Total
Table 24: Amount paid for S IM

Number of Beneficiaries
4
453
457

Percentage
.9
99.1
100.0
Number of Beneficiaries
4

Rs. 500 or less

9.2. Receiving Payments
As stated earlier the intention of the programme is to empower women. Thus, women are
selected as beneficiaries from eligible households. In order to ensure that all payments are
passed on to the receiver woman, collection of payments by the beneficiary herself is
emphasized. However, as table 25 shows payments are also collected by non-beneficiaries.
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All beneficiaries receiving payments through Pakistan Post receive their payments
themselves; while 6.2 percent of the Mobile Banking beneficiaries cannot collect their
payments on their own. See table 25 below.
Table 25: Collection of Payments-Mobile Banking District
Mobile Banking

Overall

Pakistan Post

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

Number of
Beneficiaries

Percentage

28

6.2%

0

0%

28

6.1%

423

93.8%

6

100%

429

93.9%

451

100.0%

6

100%

457

100.0%

Collection of
Payments by NonBeneficiary
Collection of
Payments by
Beneficiary

Total

Figure 10 shows the reasons why 28 Mobile Banking beneficiaries do not collect payments
themselves. There may be multiple reasons why a beneficiary does not collect payments
herself.
Figure 10: Reasons for collection of payments by non-beneficiaries-Mobile Banking (N=28)
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Figure 10 shows that 53.6 percent beneficiaries do not collect their payments themselves
because of old age and ill health. The cost of travelling to the franchise is also a determining
factor, as 21.4 percent do not collect their payments themselves for this reason. Additionally,
32.1 percent beneficiaries do not collect payments due to social and cultural constraints,
according to which women are not supposed to travel alone.
9.3. Problems
Figure 11 compares the different problems faced by beneficiaries receiving payments through
both means in the district Layyah. Comparatively there are more complaints of delay in
payments in the case of Mobile Banking than Pakistan Post. Of the 451 Mobile Banking
beneficiaries 57.4 percent beneficiaries do not receive payments at regular intervals whereas
16.7 of the Pakistan Post beneficiaries have this complaint. It is important to keep in mind
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that the sample size of Pakistan post beneficiaries is only 1.3 % of the sample and may not be
sufficiently representative to draw conclusions
Figure 11: Problems-Mobile Banking (NM =451) Vs Pakistan Post (NP2=6)
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The beneficiaries receiving benefits through Pakistan Post seem more satisfied as 66.7
percent of these did not report any problems. Figure 11 also shows that there are no cases of
baksish reported in case of payments delivered by Pakistan Post. However, it was observed
during the Targeting Survey Spot Check surveys and the Case Management Spot Check
Survey that in certain areas it is a norm to make payments to the post office/post man. Such
cases go unreported as the beneficiaries fear that the post office or post man will cancel their
payments. This implies that beneficiaries are more forthcoming about complaints against the
franchise as against the Post Office/postman.
Figure 12 shows problems peculiar to Mobile Banking. In the district Layyah 4.9 percent of
the 451 Mobile Banking beneficiaries experienced network connectivity problems, due to
which there are delays in the messages. 7.5 percent of Mobile Banking beneficiaries
complained of problems with their mobile set.
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Figure 12: Peculiar Problems-Mobile Banking (N=451)
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PERCEPTIONS AND PREFERENCES
10. Preferences of Frequency of Payments
Table 26 shows the preference of beneficiaries concerning the frequency of payments.
Majority of beneficiaries, i.e. 95.2 percent expressed a desire to receive their instalments of
the payments on monthly basis and only 4.8 percent expressed a desire to receive their
instalments of payments on bi- monthly basis or with lesser frequency.
Table 26: Preferred Frequency of Payments
Number of Beneficiaries
Every month
1101
Every 2 months
30
Every 3 months
19
Every 4 months
6
Total
1,156

Percentage
95.2
2.6
1.6
.5
100.0

11. Satisfaction with Mode of Payment
Table 27 shows the total number of beneficiaries per the three different modes of payment:
Mobile Banking, Benazir Smart Card and Pakistan Post. Of the total beneficiaries receiving
payments 35.1 percent are receiving payments through Benazir Smart Card, 25.9 percent
through Pakistan Post and 39 percent through Mobile Banking.
Table 27: Mode of Payment

Status
Receiving payments through Mobile Banking
Receiving payments through Smart Card
Receiving payments through Pakistan Post
Total

Number of Beneficiaries
451
406
299
1,156

Percentage
39.0%
35.1%
25.9%
100.0%

Figure 13 shows that of the 451 Mobile Banking beneficiaries, 91.5 percent are satisfied or
very satisfied, 8.4 percent are partially satisfied or dissatisfied with this mode of payment. In
case of Smart Card beneficiaries, 46.5 percent of Smart Card beneficiaries are satisfied or
more than satisfied with the mode of payment, while 53.5 percent remain dissatisfied or
partially satisfied. In case of Pakistan Post beneficiaries, only 16.4 percent beneficiaries are
satisfied while 83.6 percent remain dissatisfied or partially satisfied. This concludes that
Mobile Banking, as a mode of payment mechanism, renders more satisfaction than the other
two methods.
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Figure 13: S atisfaction - Payment Modes- Mobile Banking (NM =451), Smart Card (NS=406) and Pakistan Post (NP=299)
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12. Reliability of Mode of Payment
Reliability of a payment procedure is the predictability and timeliness of payments. A
payment procedure is considered reliable if the instalments follow the program design and are
generated/ delivered at regular intervals. Figure 14 shows how beneficiaries rank the
reliability of their current mode of payment.
Figure 14: Reliability of Payment Methods- Mobile B anking (N M=451), Smart Card (N S=406) and Pakistan Post (N P=299)
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Of the total Mobile Banking beneficiaries, 54.5 percent rank the reliability of receiving
payments through this method as good or excellent, while 45 percent beneficiaries rank the
reliability as fair. The remaining 0.4 percent consider the reliability of Mobile Banking as a
payment disbursement mechanism as poor. Of the Smart Card beneficiaries, 43.3 percent
rank the reliability of this system as good or excellent, which is less than Mobile Banking.
While 37.6 rank the reliability of Smart Card as fair, 18.8 percent rank it as poor or very poor.
As for Pakistan Post beneficiaries, 21.4 percent regard the reliability of their payment
mechanism as good or excellent, 74.6 percent rank it as fair, while the remaining 4 percent
rank it as poor or very poor. Therefore, the reliability of Mobile Banking is ranked higher
than the under two modes of payment under study in Phase 1.
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ASSESSING PAYMENTS METHODS: Q UALITATIVE
Benazir Smart Card
A major problem concerning receiving payments through Benazir Smart Card is that the
beneficiaries are not informed by any means of the availability of payments. Beneficiaries
visit the franchise several times in order to enquire about their payments. This causes
inconvenience to the beneficiaries as well as the franchisee. Beneficiaries requested that
instalments should be made monthly and on a specific date.
The BISP Tehsil level staff does not have information about the generation of payments.
Hence, franchisee and beneficiaries cannot be provided with information concerning the
availability of payments. There are no tehsil offices in Sanghar. Consequently, it is difficult
for beneficiaries to register their complaints or avail other BISP services. However, a record
of complaints is maintained at the Divisional Office and forwarded to the Head Office
through the Regional Office.
The Relevant BISP office for Sanghar does not have any official list of the total number of
beneficiaries in the district Sanghar. However, the office has maintained a list by gathering
information from the franchises. This list does not contain complete information.
Collection of Payments
Family/friends and relatives visit the franchise in order to collect payments on be half of the
beneficiaries. If an immediate family member of the beneficiary attempts to collect an
instalment, example father/mother, husband, son/daughter, brother; payments are provided on
provision of the original CNIC of beneficiary and Smart Card. Payments are not made to
other relatives.
Beneficiaries do not know how to use the Smart Card. They received a letter with the Smart
Card with information and instructions of how to use this card. Majority of the beneficiaries
are illiterate, hence, were unable to benefit from the instructions.
Earlier there were a lot of problems with remembering the PIN. Now all beneficiaries in the
district Sanghar have the same PIN, which increases the possibility of fraud. Additionally,
beneficiaries often forgot to bring their CNICs. In such a situatio n verification is carried
based on the picture on the Smart Card. Beneficiary is warned the payment is being pro vided
only once without CNIC.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Receiving Payments though Smart Card
The one advantage of this system is that the picture of the beneficiary on the Smart Card can
be used for verification in case the beneficiary forgets her CNIC. There are many cases in
district Sanghar where the beneficiary does not collect her payment herself. There is a
possibility that this money does not reach the beneficiary. Beneficiaries are not literate and do
not understand the procedure, hence the franchisee charge a standard amount of Rs. 200 as
assistance fees. The franchisee did not comment on this claim.
In comparison to retrieving payments through Pakistan Post, BISP district level staff feels
Smart Card is better, provided the franchisee cooperate to eliminate the problems faced
currently. The beneficiaries prefer receiving payments through Pakistan Post, as now they
have to travel to the franchise to collect payments and wait in a queue for their turn.
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Sometimes the card does not work, franchise runs out of cash whereas with Pakistan Post
payments are delivered at the doorstep of the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries also agree that
they had to pay less amount as bakshish to the postman than what they have to pay to the
franchisee.
The beneficiaries strongly advocated the need to set up BISP Tehsil level offices in Sanghar.
It was difficult and costly for them to travel to the district level offices to address their
payment issues.
While sharing views about Smart Card as a means of payments, beneficiaries agreed that they
would not like to receive payments through both Pakistan Post and Smart Card. Both means
do not provide them the full amount as they have to pay the post- man or the franchisee.
Mobile Banking
Complaints regarding receiving payments through Mobile Banking include the following:
 Instalments are not monthly
 It is costly to travel to the franchise
 Beneficiaries have to wait in long queues for their turn at the franchise, hence, at
times payment is collected after more than one visit
 Beneficiaries receive a SMS informing of the availability of payments. Due to
illiteracy of beneficiaries they are unable to read this message.
The payment agency and BISP Tehsil office staff cannot provide any assistance in case of
delay in payments. The BISP officials informed that they have no information about the
payments of a beneficiary, hence when beneficiaries enquire about their payments they are
unable to provide any information.
All payments related complaints are maintained at the BISP district office. Once twenty to
thirty complaints have been registered, these are forwarded to the payment agency. All
beneficiaries that approach the franchise with complaints are referred to the BISP district
office. However, the beneficiaries are not familiar with the system of redress.
The Tehsil offices maintain a record of all beneficiaries in the ir respective Tehsils. It was
informed by the Tehsil Layyah office that 27,000 beneficiaries in the respective tehsil have
received mobile phones.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Receiving Payments through Mobile Banking
Beneficiaries regard mobile banking mode of payment as more secure. Beneficiaries
acknowledge that there are some benefits of collecting the payment themselves which allows
them to purchase household items of their choice. A disadvantage of this mode of payment is
the irregular intervals between two payments.
Another advantage of the system is that information regarding ava ilability of a payment
instalment is provided through an IVR alert. The beneficiary does not need to call or visit the
franchise to obtain this information. However, the problem exists in areas where the mobile
phone network is not good.
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Both beneficiaries and BISP tehsil office staff prefer Mobile Banking as mode of payment to
Pakistan Post. Beneficiaries are informed of the availability of their payments, while there
was no such facility with Pakistan Post. The Post-man used to charge fees for delivering
payments. All participants recommended that the number of franchises in the Mobile
Banking district should be increased. The services of the mobile service providers should be
improved in rural areas. The franchise should also be informed of generation of payments.
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CONCLUSION
The findings of Phase 1 of the Payments Spot Check reveal the advantages and disadvantages
of the payment mechanisms implemented in the districts Layyah and Sanghar, where Sanghar
is a Benazir Smart Card district and Layyah is a Mobile Banking district. Although Mobile
Banking was introduced in Layyah in 2011, while Smart Card was introduced in Sanghar in
2010, a higher proportion of beneficiaries from Layyah receive payments through the newer
mechanism. Private costs are associated with the retrieval of payments through both the
mechanisms as the beneficiary is required to travel to the franchise to collect her payments. In
case of Smart Card these costs are increased due to a lack of a formal system of intimation of
availability of payments. In case of Mobile Banking the private costs increases if
beneficiaries have to pay for a mobile phone or SIM. In the selected sample only 6.9 percent
had to pay for a mobile phone while 0.9 percent had to pay for a SIM. However, this does not
identify a flaw in the mechanism but a weakness in the implementation of the system.
Empowerment of women is the main objective of the Benazir Income Support Programme,
which is ensured by emphasizing that all payments are received by the beneficiary women
themselves. The findings of the survey indicate that more payments are received by the
beneficiary in case of Pakistan Post as compared to the other two modes of payment. This is
mainly because payments are delivered at the home of the beneficiary whereas the other two
payment disbursement methods require the beneficiary to travel to the franchise.
Most beneficiaries reported of being charged a fee by the Smart Card franchise, Post Office
or post man for the dispersal of their payment instalment. It has been observed during this
survey and the Targeting Survey Spot Check that this is norm in some areas and beneficiaries
fear to report such cases. Hence, it is important to create awareness among the beneficiaries
about the services of the BISP Case Management System so that they understand the facility
of complaining and resolving such cases. Additionally, it is also important to develop
confidence among the beneficiaries to report such cases.
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